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Abstract. We study a class of hermitian maps on an algebra endowed with an

indefinite inner product. We show that, in particular, the existence of a non-

real eigenvalue is incompatible with the existence of a real eigenvalue having a

right-invertible eigenvector. It also follows that for this class of maps the exis-

tence of an appropriate extremal for an indefinite Rayleigh quotient implies the

nonexistence of nonreal eigenvalues. These results are intended to complement

the Perron-Fröbenius and Kreln-Rutman theorems, and we conclude the paper

by describing applications to ordinary and partial differential equations and to

tridiagonal matrices.

1. Introduction

Let (K, [ , ]) be an indefinite inner product algebra over C with identity,

e ; that is, K is an algebra and [ , ] : K x K -> C is a sesquilinear hermitian

(symmetric) form which is indefinite on K (i.e., there exists x, y e K with
[x, x] > 0 and [y, y] < 0). Thus K is, in particular, an indefinite inner product

space [4, p. 3].
In the sequel A: 2(A) ç K -> K, 21(A) ^ 0, is a nontrivial hermitian

map, i.e.,

[Af,g] = [f,Ag],        f,g£2(A),
and y/ ^ 0 denotes a right-invertible element in K. Note that A is not nec-

essarily linear (since 2(A) may be a discrete set in an infinite-dimensional

space). Furthermore, / is the identity map and "multiplication by tp" is de-

fined by (4>I)(u) = tpu, u £ K. We always assume that the inner product

[ , ] is indefinite on 2(A). The map A is homogeneous if, for every m £ C,

m/0, A(mu) = mAu, u e 2(A).
We study maps A on K with the property that, whenever the display is real,

(1.1) [(A-(Ay/)y/~xI)u,u]>0
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for every u£2(A) and y/ e S and J? is some collection of right-invertible

elements from K (thus y/y/~x = e, y/ £ J2").

The class 3'(yi) denotes the collection of all maps A which for a given S

satisfy (1.1) for y/ e J2" and for which

(1.2) [(A - (Ay/)y/~xI)u, u] = 0

if and only if u e (y/) (the linear span of ^y).

The main results of this paper relate the existence of nonreal eigenvalues of

maps A £ 3'(yi) to the nonexistence of a corresponding real eigenvalue having

a right-invertible eigenvector. In this sense, the phenomenon is in contrast and

complementary to the classical Perron-Fröbenius theorem for matrices and the

more general Krein-Rutman theorem [5, p. 74], each of which guarantees, in its

own setting and under appropriate conditions, the existence of a real eigenvalue

having an eigenvector in a suitable cone and such even in the presence of nonreal

eigenvalues. We interpret our results in the language of cones when AT is a Krein

space [4, p. 100] of L2 functions on a finite interval. We apply the various

abstract results obtained to the cases where A is a Sturm-Liouville operator
with an indefinite weight-function acting on a weighted L2-space (actually a

Krein space) and thereby recover results from [1, p. 4]. One may think of (1.1)

as an abstract "Picone Identity''' of sorts.

2. The main results

Theorem 2.1. Let J7 ± <j> be given, and let A be a homogeneous nontrivial

hermitian map on the indefinite inner product algebra (K[ , ]), over C, with

identity. If A £ 3'(yi) for every yi £¿? and A has a nonreal eigenvalue, then

A has no real eigenvalue with a corresponding right-invertible eigenvector tp in
S.

Proof. Let Au = pu where lm(p) ^ 0 and u^O is a corresponding eigenvec-

tor. Then [Au, u] = 0 and [u, u] = 0.
Assume, on the contrary, that tp £ S is a right-invertible eigenvector of

A corresponding to a real eigenvalue X. Since A e 3(tp), it follows that, if

u£2(A),

[(A - (Atp)tp~xI)u, u] = [Au, u] - [(Atp)y>~xIu, u]

= - [Xelu, u] = -X[u, u] = 0 ;

therefore, u e (tp), i.e., u = mtp, m ^ 0, in C. Next, m(Xtp) = mAtp =
A(mtp) = p(mtp), so m(X - p)tp = 0, i.e., p must be real, a contradiction.

Remarks. 1. It follows from the proof that one can show the slightly more gen-

eral result: // A has an eigenvalue (possibly real) whose corresponding eigenvec-
tor u satisfies [Au, u] = 0 = [u, u], then A cannot have a real eigenvalue with

a right-invertible eigenvector except possibly for u itself.
2. A need not be linear. For example, let (K, [ , ]) be an indefinite inner

product space over C, and choose x / 0 such that [x, x] = 0 (see [4, Lemma

2.1, p. 4]). Define A by A0 = x and A(cx) = 0 for c ¿ 0 in C. Then A is
hermitian on 2(A) = (x), A(cx) = cAx for c ^ 0, but A is not linear.

3. A "cone" analog of Theorem 2.1 in Krein space follows: Here K is

the Krein space of functions in the complex Hilbert space F2(-l, 1) with the
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indefinite inner product

[f,g]=       f(x)g(x)(sgax)dx

where sgnx = ±1, according as to whether x > 0, x < 0.

Let J2" be the collection of all positive continuous functions on (-1,1).

Then J2" is a cone in K. Indeed, every such element is invertible in the subal-

gebra generated by 3" (under the usual operations).

It is not difficult to see that the inner product [ , ] is indefinite on 3 as

well. So under the appropriate conditions on A we can deduce the nonexistence
of positive solutions of Ay/ = Xy/ for X £ R (cf. [1, p. 4; 2, p. 70]).

4. The assumption that A e 3* in Theorem 2.1 cannot be waived in general

since there exists a (linear) symmetric operator on the Krein space of Remark

3, whose spectrum in all of C and consists only of eigenvalues. Among these

there is an interval of (real) eigenvalues with the property that associated eigen-

functions have no zeros in (-1, 1) [3, p. 381]. Incidentally we note, in passing,

that a symmetric operator in an indefinite inner product space may have nonreal
eigenvalues [4, Example 3.2, p. 35].

5. The hypothesis that A satisfies ( 1.1 ) is not used in the proof, and therefore
Theorem 2.1 is valid for A's merely satisfying (1.2).

3. Applications

In this section we apply the foregoing results to ordinary and partial differ-

ential equations and to tridiagonal matrices.
We shall assume, unless otherwise specified, that the sets E+ = {x £ [a, b] :

r(x) > 0} and E~ = {x £ a, b]: r(x) < 0} have positive Lebesgue measure

(denoted by X) and that X(E°) = 0 where E° = {x £ [a, b]: r(x) = 0} . Here
r:[a,b]—>R, r e L(a, b), where -co < a < b < oo. The indefinite inner

product [ , ] is defined on the weighted complex Hilbert space Lh(a, b) = K

by

[/,*]= / f(x)g(x)r(x)dx
Ja

forf,g£K. As is usual, K denotes the space of all Lebesgue measurable

functions which are square integrable with respect to the measure \r(x)\dx.
The inner product ( ,  ) on K is related to [ ,  ] via

[/, g] = (//, g)

where (Jf)(x) = (sgar(x))f(x) is a multiplication operator, J2 = I, and J
is completely invertible [4, p. 100].

The space K thus endowed with the inner product [ , ] is a Krein space

[4, p. 100] that is also an indefinite inner product (commutative) algebra with

identity (provided the functions are, e.g., bounded).

We now fix q £ L(a, b), q: [a, b]—* R and define an operator A by

(Af)(x) = {-f"(x) + q(x)f(x)}/r(x)

with domain

2(A) = {f£K:f,f'£AC[a,b], Af e K, and

f(a) = f(b) = 0, f'(a)¿0, f'(b)¿0}.
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A straightforward calculation shows that

[Af,g] = [f,Ag],        f,g£2(A),

so that A is hermitian on K. It is known that, in particular situations A may

have nonreal eigenvalues [1, 2, 3].

Consider the space 3 of functions in K defined by

3 = {f:[a,b]^R, f£2(A), f(x) > 0 in (a, b)}.

Then J2" is a collection of (right-)invertible elements of the algebra K .

Theorem 3.1. For y/ e 3, A£3(yi).

Proof. For u £ 2(A), u ^ 0, suppressing the independent variables for clarity,
we have

[(A - (Ay/)y/~xI)u, u] = [Au, u] - [(Ay/)y/~xu, u]

rb rbf° f° ll/"\u\2 f"
=  /  (\u'\2 + q\u\2)dx+       ?-^-dx-       q\u\2dx

Ja Ja r Ja

-/ Ja

uy/' 2

It now follows from the last display that (1.2) holds for u e (y/) and conversely.

Remark. A similar argument may be used, with the necessary changes, in order

to show that the weighted Schrödinger operator

(Af)(x) = {-A/I» + q(x)f(x)}/r(x),

on a smooth bounded domain fiel", n > 1, and q, r e L°°(fi) with r(x)

vanishing only on sets of zero measure and defined on a suitable (operator)

domain 2(A) which ensures that

j   uudxp_da = r) u£2(A),yi£3
ha ¥ 9n

(corresponding to the case n = 1), is also in 3*( y/).

Corollary 3.1. //
[Au, u]

nun   —-— = Ao
ue9>(A)   [u, u]
[","1^0

exists and is attained only for u(x) = Cy/(x) where Ay/ = Ao^ and yi £ 3,

then A has no nonreal eigenvalues.

Proof. The assumption implies that

[(A-XqI)u, u]>0

with equality iff u e (y/), which in turn is equivalent to

[(A - (Ay/)y/~x I)u, u]>0

with equality iff u £ (y/) which, of course, implies (1.2). The result is now a

consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 2.1.
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Remark. This corollary is surprising in that it ensures the variational character-

ization of Xq , as defined there, only if A has no nonreal eigenvalues.

By analogy, it is well known that if r(x) > 0 a.e. on [a, b], then K is, in
fact, a Hilbert space and not a Krein space and Xo is then the smallest eigenvalue
of A (to which there corresponds a positive eigenfunction). It is also clear in
this case that A has real spectrum only.

We now proceed with a final application to matrix theory; this is by far the

most technical application.
In the sequel <Cm, m > 2, is endowed with the usual inner product ( , )

and the indefinite inner product [ , ] defined by / = (/„), g = (g„), and

m—1 m-l

(f,g)=Y f"8n\an\ , [f, g] = Y târfln
n=0 n=0

where ao, ax, ... , am-X is a given real sequence of nonzero terms. The space

Cm is then a Pontryagin space (basically, a finite-dimensional Krein space in

this setting).

We define 3 be seeking out those vectors /=(/,) e Cm with real, positive

components. Thus

3 = {f £Cm: f = (f0, fx,..., fm-i), fi > 0, i = 0, 1,2,..., m-l}.

We define the "product" of two elements /, g e Cm "componentwise"; thus,

for /=(/„),  g = (g„) in C" , and a £ C,

ot(fog) = (otfogo, cxfigi, ... , afm-Xgm-X).

We say that / e Cm is invertible if there is an element f~x eC™ such that

/o/-'=(l,l,...,l),

and it follows that 3 defined earlier is a class of invertible elements in the

commutative algebra (with identity) just defined which is, in fact, also a Pon-

tryagin space which we denote by K once again. We delete the symbol "o" for

simplicity.

The symbol A/ = (A/„) for / e K denotes the forward difference operator,
i.e.,

Afn = /n+l - fn

and A2/ = (A2/„) = (A(A/„)), etc. Let b = (b0, bx, ... , bm-X) £ K. We
define an operator A on K by

(Af)n = l(f„) = {-A(Afn-X) + b„fn}a„

reckon that f-X = 0 = fm for / e K in the following calculations. Also note
that A is symmetric in K.

Theorem 3.2. For f £3, A£ 3}(f).

Proof. Let u £ K, u^O. Then, using partial summation, we find

m

[Au, m] = ^{|A«„|2 + ¿>„|u„|2}-I-|mo|2.

n=0

Furthermore,

[(Af)f-XIu,U} = Y{^^\Un\2 + bn\Un\2).
n=0 l Jn >
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[(A - (Af)f~xI)u, u] = \u0\2 + Y lA"«l2 + Y ^T^l^l2-
n=0 n=0        Jn

Use of partial summation once again now gives

Y ̂ P^l2 - Y A(A/-0 Çf) = -M2 - ¿A (i!*) A/„,
n=0 «=0n=0

and therefore
m m •      _   s

[{A - (Af)f-xI)u, u] = Y \*"n\2 -^A R^U/,
n=0 n=0      V   Jn   '

Now use of the "difference of a product" formula shows that

k{un~ün\ \un\2  .,     |Aw„|2        1   r- a a- i
A   "V1    = -tt-A/» + V^ + 7^["«A«„ + «„Aw.].

\   Jn    J JnJn+l Jn+l Jn+l

Combining the last two displays we obtain

[(A-(Af)f~xI)u,u]

= Y Í1 - 7^1 lAM"l2 + E |-fe^(A/„)2 - ^[ïïnAM„ + «„AS.]}
„Iq t /71+I J ^ l/n/n+l 7n+l )

= Y tM lAM"|2 + ̂ FfW«)2 - ^ÏÏnAUn + Unmn]\
n=0 J"+X  ^ I" Jn )

-1 JET (*--^) (*-<#)
n=0

m

= £

n=0
/n+l

AUn-Un—A
Jn *=0 V7n/

= 0

if and only if |A(w„//,)| = 0 for each n, since f £ 3, i.e.,  u e (/), as
desired.

Remark. The operator ^4 in Theorem 3.2 is represented by the tridiagonal ma-

trix

■(bo + 2)jao       -Ij ao 0 0 0
-l/ax       (bx+2)/ax    -l/ax 0

A= 0 -l/ai
0
0

0 0 ■■■      -llam-x    •••    (èm_1+2)/am_1J

Note that A is not symmetric in the usual sense of the inner product on

Cm , but it is symmetric with respect to [ , ], i.e., as a matrix in the Pontryagin
space Cm . The proof of the next result is clear from Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 3.2. If the matrix A has a nonreal eigenvalue, there is no real eigen-

value with a corresponding "positive" eigenvector.

Remark. The only assumptions on A are those imposed at the outset, namely,

that no a, vanishes and that not all a, "s are of the same sign (or else we cannot

define a bonafide Pontryagin space).
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Clearly such matrices A cannot be positive in the sense of Perron because of

the sign condition on the a¡ 's. The corollary shows that there exist classes of

matrices which are "very close to being positive" and for which the conclusion

of the Perron-Fröbenius theorem fails. A similar remark may be formulated

regarding the Krein-Rutman theorem. Of interest here is the fact that the pres-
ence of nonreal eigenvalues should not be incompatible with the existence of

a Perron eigenvector (as is the case for nonnegative irreducible matrices), a

phenomenon that cannot occur for the matrices considered here.

Example. The 3x3 matrix A is defined by the rows {0,1,0}, {-e, 0, e} ,
{0, 1,0}, where e > 0 is not irreducible. However, X = 0 is always an

eigenvalue and col(-l ,0, 1), is always an eigenvector (for every e > 0) which

is not Perron. The limiting case e = 0 gives a nonnegative eigenvector (even

though A is reducible). For e > 0 the other two eigenvalues are nonreal and

given by ±iV2e . We have thus found a class of matrices A(e) such that A(e)
tends to a nonnegative matrix with a Perron eigenvector, yet A(e) has no Perron

eigenvector for any e > 0.
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